Abstract. A system of linear equations over a skew-field has properties similar to properties of a system of linear equations over a field. However, noncommutativity of a product creates a new picture. Instead of one type of a system of linear equations, we have four different types. To find a solution of different types of systems of linear equations we need to extend the definition of a quasideterminant given in [1, 2] and introduce two different types of a quasideterminant.
Introduction
It is very hard, if possible at all, to extend definitions, which work in a vector space, to a module over an arbitrary ring. A definition of a frame and dimension of module are closely linked with the possibility of finding a solution of a linear equation in a ring. This is why we hope to find an answer to these questions when we study a module over a skew-field.
In this paper I study a few concepts of linear algebra over skew-field R. The research is based on papers [1, 2, 7] . I recall definitions of a module and a frame in the beginning. These are well-known facts; however, I put them here for completeness of the paper. I did not put references in sections 2, 3, 4, 5 because these definitions and statements we can find in different sources. To make the definition of a frame stronger I turn to theory of an arbitrary system of linear equations (sections 6, 8). To find solutions of different types of systems of linear equations, we need to extend the definition of a quasideterminant given in [1, 2] and introduce two different types of a quasideterminant in section 7. Based on this theory I study frame manifold, passive and active transformations in section 12.
Because I apply statements of this paper in geometry, I will follow the same notation as we use in geometry.
I will use the Einstein convention about sums. This means that when an index is present in an expression twice and a set of index is known, I have the sum over this index. If needed to clearly show set of index, I will do it. Also, in this paper I will use the same root letter for a matrix and its elements.
To use the same notation as in [2] I put the sign ′ − ′ in place of the index whose position was changed. For instance, if an original term was a ij I will use notation a i j − instead of notation a j i . When we introduce elements of a matrix, we use first index to enumerate rows and second index to enumerate columns I introduce one more change of notation. In order to distinguish an index that forms a minor from an index that participates in a sum I use symbol A[i, j] for the submatrix obtained from A by deleting row i and column j and symbol A(S, T ) for submatrix obtained from A by selecting rows with an index from set S and columns with an index from set T .
Module over Skew-Field
In contrast to vector fields, we can define left and right module over an arbitrary ring R. There is a difference when we multiply vectors of module with elements of field R from left or right. Accordingly, we will speak about left or right module. Proof. Because system of vectors e i is a maximal set of linearly independent vectors the system of vectors v, e i is linearly dependent and in equation Lemma 3.5. Let F =< f i >, i ∈ I be a frame in left module A and E =< e j >, j ∈ J be a frame in left module B. Then morphism (3.5) has presentation A(f i ) is also a vector of B and has expansion 1 (3.9) A(f i ) = A i j − e j relative to frame E. Combining (3.8) and (3.9) we get (3.10) b = a i A i j − e j (3.6) follows from comparison of (3.7) and (3.10) and lemma 3.3. Definition 3.6. We call one-to-one map f : A → B isomorphism of left modules if this map is a morphism.
Isomorphism between modules conserves a linear combination and therefore conserves the property of a set of vectors to be linearly dependent or linearly independent.
Definition 3.7. Let I, |I| = n be the set of indexes. We introduce a left abstract module R n l which has vector a = (a i ), i ∈ I where a i is an element of skew-field R. Sum is defined by equation
and product is defined by equation
Vectors e i = (e j i = δ j i ) are linearly independent and create a frame.
1 I recall that first index of a matrix enumerates rows and second index enumerates columns.
We write a left expansion of a vector relative to a frame in a row. i is number of row in (3.9) and j is number of column. This is important for writing down proper composition law. Definition 3.8. Let M be a left module over skew-field R and {a i ∈ M, i ∈ I}, |I| = n be set of vectors. Linear span in left module is set span l (a i , i ∈ I) of vectors linearly dependent on vectors a i . Definition 3.9. Let M be a left module over skew-field R. Set of vectors N is a submodule of left module M if for any a, b ∈ N and for any k ∈ R a + b ∈ N and ka ∈ N . Lemma 3.10. Let span l (a i , i ∈ I) be linear span in left module M. Then span l (a i , i ∈ I) is submodule of M.
According to definition 3.8
This proves the statement.
Right Module
Definition 4.1. Vectors a i , i ∈ I of right module M are linearly independent if c i = 0 follows from equation
Otherwise vectors a i are linearly dependent .
Definition 4.2. We call set of vectors F =< e i >, i ∈ I a frame if vectors e i are linearly independent and adding to this system any another vector we get a new system which is linearly dependent. Lemma 4.3. If F =< e i >, i ∈ I is a frame of module M then any vector v ∈ M has one and only one expansion
relative to this frame.
Proof. Because system of vectors e i is a maximal set of linearly independent vectors the system of vectors v, e i is linearly dependent and in equation 
Lemma 4.5. Let F =< f i >, i ∈ I be a frame in right module A and E =< e j >, j ∈ J be a frame in right module B. Then morphism (4.5) has presentation
relative to frame E. Because A is a morphism it follows that
is also a vector of B and has expansion
relative to frame E. Combining (4.8) and (4.9) we get (4.10) b = e j A j i − a i (4.6) follows from comparison of (4.7) and (4.10) and lemma 4.3. Definition 4.6. We call one-to-one map f : A → B isomorphism of right modules if this map is a morphism.
Definition 4.7. Let I, |I| = n be the set of indexes. We introduce right abstract module R n r which has vector a = (a i ), i ∈ I where a i is an element of skew-field R. Sum is defined by equation
as well product is defined by equation
Vectors e i = (e j i = δ j i ) are linearly independent and create a frame. Definition 4.8. Let M be a right module over skew-field R and {a i ∈ M, i ∈ I}, |I| = n be set of vectors. Linear span in right module is set span r (a i , i ∈ I) of vectors linearly dependent on vectors a i .
Definition 4.9. Let M be a right module over skew-field R. Set of vectors N is a submodule of right module if for any a, b ∈ N and for any k ∈ R a + b ∈ N and ak ∈ N .
Lemma 4.10. Let span r (a i , i ∈ I) be linear span in right module M. Then span r (a i , i ∈ I) is submodule of M.
Proof. Suppose
According to definition 4.8
Bimodule
Definition 5.1. Vectors a i , i ∈ I of bimodule M are left linearly independent if c i = 0 follows from equation
Otherwise vectors a i are left linearly dependent.
Definition 5.2. We call set of vectors F l =< e i >, i ∈ I a left frame if vectors e i are left linearly independent and adding to this system any another vector we get a new system which is left linearly dependent.
Lemma 5.3. If F l =< e i >, i ∈ I is a left frame of bimodule M then any vector v ∈ M has one and only one expansion
Proof. Proof of this lemma is similar to proof of lemma 3.3. Definition 5.5. We call set of vectors F r =< e i >, i ∈ I a right frame if vectors e i are right linearly independent and adding to this system any another vector we get a new system which is right linearly dependent.
Lemma 5.6. If F r =< e i >, i ∈ I is a right frame of bimodule M then any vector v ∈ M has one and only one expansion
Proof. Proof of this lemma is similar to proof of lemma 4.3.
Definition 5.7. We call map
Lemma 5.8. Let F l =< f i >, i ∈ I be a left frame in bimodule A and E l =< e j >, j ∈ J be a left frame in bimodule B. Then left morphism (5.1) has presentation
Because A is a left morphism it follows that A : A → B right morphism of bimodules if for any a ∈ R, m, n ∈ A
Lemma 5.11. Let F r =< f i >, i ∈ I be a right frame in bimodule A and E r =< e j >, j ∈ J be a right frame in bimodule B. Then right morphism (5.1) has presentation
Because A is a right morphism it follows that Right isomorphism between modules conserves a right linear combination and therefore conserves the property of a set of vectors to be right linearly dependent or right linearly independent. Definition 5.13. We call map f : A → B morphism of bimodules if for any
Definition 5.14. We call one-to-one map f : A → B isomorphism of bimodules if this map is a morphism. 9
Definition 5.15. Let I, |I| = n be the set of indexes. We introduce abstract bimodule R n which has vector a = (a i ), i ∈ I where a i is an element of skewfield R. Sum is defined by equation
as well product is defined by equation 
System of Linear Equations
In this section we assume i ∈ M , |M | = m, j ∈ N , |N | = n.
Example 6.1. Let M be a left module over skew-field R and {a i ∈ M, i ∈ M } be set of vectors. To answer the question of whether vector b ∈ span l (a i , i ∈ M ) we write linear equation
If we substitute (6.2) and (6.3) into (6.1) we get
− f j It follows from (6.4) and lemma 3.3 that
is system of linear equations with matrix of coefficients a = (a i j − ). Example 6.2. Let M be a right module over skew-field R and {a j ∈ M, j ∈ N } be set of vectors. To answer the question of whether vector b ∈ span r (a j , j ∈ N ) we write linear equation
If we substitute (6.7) and (6.8) into (6.6) we get 
We can present this system the following way
According to this, we can write four different types of systems of linear equations Definition 6.4. We say that a system of linear equations
has type of right linear combination of columns or type rc . Definition 6.5. We say that a system of linear equations
has type of left linear combination of columns or type lc . Definition 6.6. We say that a system of linear equations
has type of right linear combination of rows or type rr .
Definition 6.7. We say that a system of linear equations
has type of left linear combination of rows or type lr .
In statement of theorem 1.6.1 from [1] we see how we can find a solution of n × n system
We can use a similar idea for n × n system
However, we cannot use these statements directly to find a solution of system of type lc and rr. Suppose for instance we have system
We can multiply this equation by an inverse matrix only from left, however in this case we get
We cannot simplify the left side because we do not know whether x i commutes with (a −1 ) j k − . Remark 6.8. We can formally substitute system
This is a familiar system of linear equations of type rc and we know how to solve this system. However, its matrix is transpose a T of the original matrix a.
We can work this way, however if we extend the definition of quasideterminant we can find something interesting.
Two Algebra Structures over Matrix
3 Suppose we just demand |I| = |J| = |K|. Assume that we have matrices A = (
If J = L we cannot define product AB and as result cannot create algebra.
However, this is not only structure of bimodule.
These products are different. In the first case we find product of a row of matrix A over a column of matrix B. In the second case we get product of a column of matrix A over a row of matrix B. To distinguish between these products we introduce a new notation.
is a bimodule where we define RC-product of matrices
is a bimodule where we define CR-product of matrices
In order to keep this notation consistent with the existing one we assume that we have in mind index RC when no index is present.
According to [1] we do not have an appropriate definition of a determinant for a skew-symmetric field. However, we can define a quasideterminant which finally gives a similar picture. In our definition we follow definition 1.2.2 from [1] .
Lemma 7.4. Any n × n matrix a has RC-inverse matrix with elements satisfying
Remark 7.5. This statement is based on statement 1.2.1 from [1] . The proof here is similar to the proof from [1] . I use it here because later I prove the same way lemma 7.12.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n.
When n = 1 the statement is evident. which expresses CR-product of matrix a on respective column of matrix b. We can write this system in next form (there is no sum by k and j)
Now we can substitute (7.8) into (7.6) (there is no sum by k and j)
The ability to find an arbitrary element of RC-inverse matrix of matrix a = (a i j − ) proves existence of RC-inverse matrix.
Corollary 7.6. Expression for RC-quasideterminant has form
Proof. (7.10) follows from (7.4) and (7.3).
Proof. This is proposition 1.2.5 from [2] .
Definition 7.8. If matrix a has quasideterminant |a, RC| i j − = 0 we call such matrix RC-singular matrix. Otherwise, we call such matrix RC-nonsingular matrix. Definition 7.9. We will denote by R(n, RC) set of n × n RC-nonsingular matrices. Definition 7.10. RC-matrix group GL(n, R, RC) is a group of RC-nonsingular matrices where we define RC-product of matrices (7.1) and RC-inverse matrix A
Lemma 7.12. Any n × n matrix a has CR-inverse matrix with elements satisfying
The last term in (7.10) looks unusual. However, we can formally write this equation in following form
Similarly inverse element for (a which expresses CR-product of matrix a on a respective row of matrix b. We can write this system in next form (there is no sum by k and j)
Now we can substitute (7.16) into (7.14) (there is no sum by k and j) Corollary 7.13. Expression for CR-quasideterminant has form
Proof. (7.18) follows from (7.12) and (7.11).
Lemma 7.14.
For n = 1 the statement of lemma is evident. Let n ≥ 2.
according to (7.10) Statement of the lemma follows from this. 5 The last term in (7.18) looks unusual. However, we can formally write this equation in following form
Similarly inverse element for (a
This is what we expected in remark 6.8. Lemma 7.14 tells us that the same expression is RC-quasideterminant of matrix a and CR-quasideterminant of matrix a T . Using this lemma, we can write any statement for CR-matrix on the basis of similar statement for RC-matrix.
Proof. This is the corollary of lemma 7.7 and lemma 7.14. I only emphasize that a right linear combination of rows of matrix a is a right linear combination of columns of matrix a T with the same coefficients.
Definition 7.16. If matrix a has quasideterminant |a, CR| i j − = 0 we call such matrix CR-singular matrix. Otherwise, we call such matrix CR-nonsingular matrix.
Definition 7.17. We will denote by R(n, CR) set of n×n CR-nonsingular matrices.
Definition 7.18. CR-matrix group GL(n, K, CR) is a group of CR-nonsingular matrices where we define CR-product of matrices (7.2) and CR-inverse matrix A Proof. It is enough to prove this statement for n = 2. Assume every CR-singular matrix
is RC-singular matrix. It follows from lemma 7.15 that
If we substitute (7.23) into (7.22) we get The similar way we can show that RC-singular matrix has form
It follows from assumption that (7.26) and (7.27) present the same matrix. Comparing (7.26) and (7.27) we get that for every d, c ∈ R exists such c ′ ∈ R which does not depend on d and satisfies equation
This contradicts the fact that R is skew-field.
Nonsingular System of Linear Equations
In this section we assume i ∈ I, j ∈ J, |I| = |J| = n.
Definition 8.1. Suppose a = (a i j − ) is RC-nonsingular matrix. We call appropriate systems
RC-nonsingular system of linear equations.
is CR-nonsingular matrix. We call appropriate systems
CR-nonsingular system of linear equations.
Because for each type of system we need only specific type of a quasideterminant we call such system nonsingular system of linear equations regardless if this system is RC-nonsingular or CR-nonsingular. Using definition (7.11) we get (8.8).
Rank of Matrix
In this section, we will make the following assumption.
Definition 9.1. Matrix a(S, T ) = (a s t − ) is a minor of an order k.
Definition 9.2. If all quasideterminants |a(S, T ), RC| s t − of minor a(S, T ) are different from 0 then we say that RC-rank of matrix a is not less then k = |S|. RC-rank of matrix a rank RC a is the maximal value of k. We call an appropriate minor the RC-major minor.
Lemma 9.3. Suppose a = (a i j − ) is a matrix, rank RC a = k < m and a(S, T ) is RC-major minor. Then row R p is a left linear composition of rows R s
Proof. If a number of columns is k then assuming that row R p is a left linear combination (9.1) of rows R s with coefficients r p s − we get system (9.2). According to lemma 8.4 this system has a unique solution 7 and it is nontrivial because all RC-quasideterminants are different from 0.
It remains to prove the statement in case when a number of columns is more then k. I get row R p and column C q . According to assumption minor a(S ∪ {p}, T ∪ {q}) is a RC-singular matrix and its RC-quasideterminant According to lemma 7.7 this equation holds also for q ∈ T . This finishes the proof.
Lemma 9.4. Suppose a = (a i j − ) is a matrix, rank RC a = k < n and a(S, T ) is RC-major minor. Then column C q is a right linear composition of columns C (9.5) 7 We assume that unknown variables are x s = rp s − Proof. If a number of rows is k then assuming that column C q is a right linear combination (9.4) of columns C t with coefficients r t q − we get system (9.5). According to lemma 8.3 this system has a unique solution 8 and it is nontrivial because all RC-quasideterminants are different from 0.
It remains to prove the statement in case when a number of rows is more then k. I get column C q and row R p . According to assumption minor a(S ∪ {p}, T ∪ {q}) is a RC-singular matrix and its RC-quasideterminant (9.6) |a(S ∪ {p}, T ∪ {q}), RC| p q − = 0 According to (7.10) (9.6) has form
According to lemma 7.7 this equation holds also for p ∈ S. This finishes the proof.
Definition 9.5. If all quasideterminants |a(S, T ), CR| s t − of minor a(S, T ) are different from 0 then we say that CR-rank of matrix a is not less then k = |S|. CR-rank of matrix a rank CR A is the maximal value of k. We call an appropriate minor the CR-major minor.
Lemma 9.6. Suppose a = (a i j − ) is a matrix, rank CR a = k < m and a(S, T ) is CR-major minor. Then row R p is a right linear composition of rows R s
Proof. If number of columns is k then assuming that row R p is a right linear combination (9.7) of rows R s with coefficients r p s − we get system (9.8). According to lemma 8.6 this system has a unique solution 9 and it is nontrivial because all CR-quasideterminants are different from 0.
It remains to prove the statement in case when a number of columns is more then k. I get row R p , p ∈ N \ S and column C q , q ∈ M \ T . According to assumption minor A(S ∪ {p}, T ∪ {q}) is a CR-singular matrix and its CR-quasideterminant Proof. If number of rows is k then assuming that column C q is a right linear combination (9.10) of columns C t with coefficients r t q − we get system (9.11). According to lemma 8.5 this system has a unique solution 10 and it is nontrivial because all CR-quasideterminants are different from 0.
It remains to prove the statement in case when a number of rows is more then k. I get column C q and row R p . According to assumption minor a(S ∪ {p}, T ∪ {q}) is a CR-singular matrix and its CR-quasideterminant (9.12) |a(S ∪ {p}, T ∪ {q}), CR| p q − = 0 According to (7.18) (9.12) has form
do not depend on p, Therefore for any
System of Linear Equations, Genrtal Case
In this section we will make the following assumption. At this point, we have two choices. If the number of variables is also k then according to lemma 8.3 the system has unique solution (8.5). If the number of variables n > k then we can move n − k variables that are not included into RCmajor minor into right side. Giving arbitrary values to these variables, we determine value of the right side and for this value we get a unique solution according to lemma 8. 3 . 21
Corollary 10.4. System of linear equations (6.11) has a unique solution iff its matrix is nonsingular. It remains to prove that an existence of solution of system of linear equations (6.12) follows from (10.13). Holding (10.13) means that a(S, T ) is CR-major minor of extended matrix as well. It follows from lemma 9.7 that column C is a left linear composition of columns C Therefore we found at least one solution of system (6.12).
Lemma 10.7. Suppose (6.12) is a system of linear equations satisfying (10.13). If rank CR a = k ≤ n then solution of the system depends on arbitrary values of n − k variables not included into CR-major minor. 22 ) from system (6.12) and the new system is equivalent to the old one. Therefore a number of equations can be reduced to k.
At this point, we have two choices. If the number of variables is also k then according to lemma 8.5 the system has unique solution (8.7). If the number of variables n > k then we can move n − k variables that are not included into CRmajor minor into right side. Giving arbitrary values to these variables, we determine value of the right side and for this value we get a unique solution according to lemma 8.5.
Corollary 10.8. System of linear equations (6.12) has a unique solution iff its matrix is nonsingular. Therefore we found at least one solution of system (6.14).
Lemma 10.12. Suppose (6.14) is a system of linear equations satisfying (10.25).
If rank RC a = k ≤ m then solution of the system depends on arbitrary values of m − k variables not included into RC-major minor.
Proof. Let a(S, T ) be RC-major minor of matrix a. Suppose (10.34) means that we can exclude equation (10.31) from system (6.14) and the new system is equivalent to the old one. Therefore a number of equations can be reduced to k. At this point, we have two choices. If the number of variables is also k then according to lemma 8.4 the system has unique solution (8.6). If the number of variables m > k then we can move m − k variables that are not included into RCmajor minor into right side. Giving arbitrary values to these variables, we determine value of the right side and for this value we get a unique solution according to lemma 8. 4 . 24
Corollary 10.13. System of linear equations (6.14) has a unique solution iff its matrix is nonsingular.
Lemma 10.14. Solutions of a homogenous system of linear equations 
The same way we see
According to definition 2.3 we have a right module.
Dimension of Module
Lemma 11.1. Let M be a left module. Suppose M has frames E =< e i >, i ∈ I and G =< g j >, j ∈ J. If |I| and |J| are finite numbers then |I| = |J|.
Proof. Suppose |I| = m and |J| = n. Suppose (11.1) m < n Because E =< e i >, i ∈ I is a frame any vector g j , j ∈ J has expansion Proof. If we have two automorphisms A and B then we can write Suppose that F =< e i > is a frame in left module M. Then automorphism A acting on each vector of frame maps a frame into another frame. This way we get representation of group GL(n, K, RC) on a frame manifold. We call transformations of this representation passive transformations because they are based on automorphisms of a module.
According to [6, 7] we introduce another type of transformations on frame manifold when we map one frame onto other, however vectors of a module are not involved in such transformations. We call such transformations active transformations.
Lemma 12.5. Active transformations of a left module build up a left-side linear co-representation of group GL(n, K, RC).
Proof. Suppose we have map A which maps frame F =< f i > to frame E =< e i >. Remark 12.6. As we see in [7] there are only two types of commutable representations of group G in homogeneous space. One of them is a group of left shifts and another is a group of right shifts. In case of a vector space product in a field is commutable and we write operators in the left according to the custom in both cases. Product in skew-field is not commutative and this makes the notation clearer. Proof. If we have two automorphisms A and B then we can write Suppose that F =< e i > is a frame in right module M. Then automorphism A acting on each vector of frame maps a frame into another frame. This way we get representation of group GL(n, K, RC) on a frame manifold. We call transformations of this representation passive transformations because they are based on automorphisms of a module.
Lemma 12.11. Active transformations of a right module build up a right-side linear contra-representation of group GL(n, K, RC).
Proof. Suppose we have map A which maps frame F =< f i > to frame E =< e i >. Vector e i has expansion e ′i = e j A j i − At the same time, two consecutive maps have form
Therefore according to (7.1)
Dimension of Bimodule
Lemma 13.1. Let M be a bimodule. Suppose M has left frames E l =< e i >, i ∈ I and G l =< g j >, j ∈ J. If |I| and |J| are finite numbers then |I| = |J|.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to proof of lemma 11.1
Definition 13.2. We call left dimension of bimodule the number of vectors in a left frame. Proof. If we have two automorphisms A and B then we can write
Therefore (according to (7.1)) the resulting automorphism has matrix
Definition 13.6. Left frame manifold of bimodule F l (M) is set of left frames of bimodule.
Suppose that F l =< e i > is a left frame in bimodule M. Then left automorphism A acting on each vector of left frame maps a left frame into another left frame. This way we get representation of group GL(n, K, RC) on a left frame manifold. We call transformations of this representation left passive transformations because they are based on automorphisms of a module.
According to [6, 7] we introduce another type of transformations on left frame manifold when we map one left frame onto other, however vectors of a module are not involved in such transformations. We call such transformations left active transformations.
Lemma 13.7. Left active transformations of a bimodule build up a left-side linear co-representation of group GL(n, K, RC).
Proof. Suppose we have map A which maps left frame F l =< f i > to left frame E l =< e i >. Vector e i has expansion
At the same time, two consecutive maps have form
Lemma 13.8. Let M be a bimodule. Suppose M has right frames E r =< e i >, i ∈ I and G r =< g j >, j ∈ J. If |I| and |J| are finite numbers then |I| = |J|.
Proof. Suppose |I| = m and |J| = n. Suppose (13.3) m < n Because E r =< e i >, i ∈ I is a frame any vector g j , j ∈ J has expansion
Because E =< e i >, i ∈ I is a frame we get (13.5)
According to (13.3) rank CR a ≤ m and system (13.5) has more variables then equations. According to lemma 10.16 not all λ j are equal 0. This contradicts statement (11.2). Therefore statement m < n is not valid.
In the same manner we can prove that the statement n < m is not valid. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Definition 13.9. We call right dimension of bimodule the number of vectors in a right frame. Suppose that F r =< e i > is a right frame in bimodule M. Then right automorphism A acting on each vector of right frame maps a right frame into another right frame. This way we get representation of group GL(n, K, CR) on a right frame manifold. We call transformations of this representation right passive transformations because they are based on automorphisms of a module.
According to [6, 7] we introduce another type of transformations on right frame manifold when we map one right frame onto other, however vectors of a module are not involved in such transformations. We call such transformations right active transformations.
Lemma 13.14. Right active transformations of a bimodule build up a left-side linear contra-representation of group GL(n, K, RC).
Proof. Suppose we have map A which maps right frame F l =< f i > to right frame E l =< e i >. Vector e i has expansion Remark 13.16. Lemma 13.15 implies for instance that in bimodule M exists left frame E l =< e i >, i ∈ I which is not right frame.
Proof. It is enough to prove this statement for abstract bimodule R n . Coordinates of vectors e i build up matrix 
Conclusion
Linear algebra over a skew-field is more diverse than linear algebra over a field. Instead of a vector space we have left or right module. We have four different types of systems of linear equations. However, in spite of this diversity statements about these systems are very similar to statements from linear algebra over a field. This does not mean that we cannot narrow our research to one type of objects. Thus to prove lemma 11.3 about dimension of right module we use lemma 10.12 about solutions of system of linear equations of type lr. At the same time, as follows from lemma 10.14 solutions of this system build up left module. Lemma 7.19 tells us that sets of RC-nonsingular matrices and CR-nonsingular matrices are different. Similar statement about left and right frame manifolds we see in lemmalemma:left right frame.
Noncommutativity forces us to take care about a proper order of terms in an expression. This leads not only to diversity of concepts, but also helps more clear see statements of commutative algebra. 
